The RT-RH 20/1 rotary hammer with pneumatic hammer action is a high-quality and extremely versatile powerhouse for experts, which is indispensable on challenging building, renovation and chiseling jobs. This all-rounder is equipped with all four functions needed for universal use: hammer drilling, drilling, and chiseling with and without chisel lock. The SDS-Plus chuck enables drill bits and chisels to be changed quickly without tools and ensures optimum power transmission from the powerful 500 W motor.

**Features**
- Pneumatic hammer mechanism
- SDS-Plus chuck
- Electronic speed control with speed selector
- Reverse facility
- Overload slip coupling
- Functions: hammer drilling / drilling / chiseling / chisel lock
- Soft grip
- Additional handle with anti-twist lock
- Metal drill depth stop
- Cable clip for fixing the wound-up cable
- Transport and storage case

**Technical Data**
- **Power**: 500 W
- **Idle speed**: 0-1200 min⁻¹
- **Impact rate**: 0-5800 min⁻¹
- **Impact power**: 1.6 J
- **Tool holder**: SDS plus
- **Drilling capacity in concrete**: 20 mm
- **Mains supply**: 220-240 V | 50 Hz

**Logistic Data**
- **Product weight**: 2.8 kg
- **Gross weight single packaging**: 4.5 kg
- **Pieces per export carton**: 3 Pieces
- **Gross weight export carton**: 15.5 kg
- **Dimensions single packaging**: 380 x 118 x 365 mm
- **Dimensions export carton**: 360 x 375 x 370 mm
- **Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC)**: 1620 | 3348 | 3906

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery. Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved.

GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory.